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The main theorem of this paper is that if x is a character of a connected 
closed normal subgroup of a connected Lie group, then every matrix element 
of the induced representation UX vanishes at infinity modulo the kernel of that 
representation. As a consequence, it is shown that every faithful irreducible 
unitary representation of a connected motion group vanishes at infinity. In the 
course of the development a generalization of the classical Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma is proved. Suppose A’ is an analytic submanifold of [w” which is not 
contained in any proper hyperplane. Then the Fourier transform of any measure, 
which is concentrated on 4 and which is absolutely continuous with respect 
to the “Lebesgue” measure on .X, vanishes at infinity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let l-J be a continuous unitary representation of a locally compact group G 
on a Hilbert space A$ . If, for all [, 7 E XV the function g + (UJ j 7) is in 
C,,(G), then Uis said to vanish at infinity. If Uvanishes at infinity when considere 
as a representation of G/(ker U), th en U is said to vanish at infinity modulo 
its kernel. Note that any subrepresentation of the left regular representation 
vanishes at infinity. To check if U vanishes at infinity it is only necessary to 
check the functions (U& 1 .$) for t in a dense subset of s&$ , as is easily verified. 
There has been some interest recently in representations which vanish at 
infinity. In [3] Fig&-Talamanca has shown that any unimodular group, whose 
left regular representation does not decompose as a direct sum of irreducibles, 
has a representation which vanishes at infinity but is not a subrepresentation 
of the left regular representation. Baggett [2] has made use of the concept of a 
representation vanishing at infinity in the study of “generalized Heisenberg” 
groups. 
In this paper we investigate mainly representations of connected groups that 
are induced from characters of closed connected normal subgroups. In the 
course of these investigations we must deal with a property of analytic sub- 
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manifolds of Euclidean space that may be of interest in other areas of analysis. 
Essentially we show that if such a manifold lies in no hyperplane, then any 
compactly supported integrable function on the manifold has a “Fourier 
transform” which vanishes at infinity. See Section 2 for the precise definitions 
and formulation of the theorem. This result plays a crucial role in the proof of 
the main theorem of the paper. 
In Section 3, we show that any representation of a separable connected 
locally compact group which is induced from a character of a closed, connected, 
normal subgroup vanishes at infinity modulo its kernel. Several examples are 
given to show that some of the natural ways in which the hypotheses could be 
weakened are not possible. 
In the final section, the main theorem is applied to show that any irreducible 
representation of a motion group vanishes at infinity modulo its kernel. 
All locally compact groups are considered to be equipped with left invariant 
Haar measure. If G is a locally compact group and His a closed subgroup, then 
G/H denotes the left coset space which is the quotient group if H is normal. 
All representations of locally compact groups are assumed to be weakly conti- 
nuous unitary representations. 
The basic results on induced representations can be found in Mackey [6J 
The formula for the representation induced from a representation of a closed 
normal subgroup, which appears as (5) in Section 3, is taken from Baggett [l]. 
Throughout, Z, [w, and C denote the integers, reals, and complex numbers, 
respectively. The circle group is denoted T and is considered as complex 
numbers of modulus one. If X is a locally compact space, then C,(X) is the 
space of continuous complex valued functions which vanish at infinity on X. 
If X is a measure space with some canonical measure understood, then Zz(X) 
is the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on X and P(X) is the space 
of integrable functions on X. Finally, SO(n), for n = 2, 3,..., denotes the 
compact group of orthogonal transformations of determinate one of IFP. 
2. RIEMANN-LEBESGUE SETS 
Let J? denote a k-dimensional connected analytic submanifold of lP. We shall 
call 4 a K-dimensional Riemann-Lebesgue set in Iw”, or simply a Riemann- 
Lebesgue set, if the following condition is satisfied. For any analytic chart, y, 
of an open set containing the cube C,= {(tr ,..., t3 : 1 t, 1 < 1, 1 < i < k} of lKP, 
onto an open neighborhood in .4’ and any integrable function f on CI,, the 
function Sf vanishes at infinity on aBn, where 
Pf(v) = & j$,) ei(~(“).~) du. 
Note that ( , ) denotes the scalar product in iWn. 
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The following lemma will be useful in the proof of the theorem which 
characterizes Riemann-Lebesgue sets. 
LEMMA 1. Let f be a real-valued, real-analytic function on a connected open 
subset 0 of W. Assume that f (x) = 0 on a subset E of 0 having positive measure. 
Then f is identically zero on 0. 
Proof. Clearly it will suffice to takea to be an open cube in P. We shall 
argue by induction on n. 
Suppose n = 1. Then, because E has positive measure, there exists a point x 
in E which is an accumulation point of E. Now f is expressible as a power series 
in a neighborhood of x, and this power series defines a holomorphic function 
in a neighborhood of the point x + i0 in the complex plane. By the classical 
Identity Theorem then f must be identically zero in a neighborhood of x. The 
lemma now follows, in case n = 1, since the set of point x in 0 for which f is 
identically zero in a neighborhood of x is an open and closed subset of 0. 
Now assume the lemma for dimension n - 1 and let f be as in the hypothesis 
of the lemma. Write the cube 0 as 0 = I x U, where I is an interval and U is 
an (n - 1)-cube. By Fubini’s theorem, there exists a set F in I of positive 
measure such that for each x in F the set of all y in U for which (x, y) belongs 
to 0 has positive measure. For each x in F put f x(y) = f (x, y). Then f x is an 
analytic function from a cube in P-i which is zero on a set of positive measure. 
By the inductive hypothesis f x is identically zero on U, i.e., f (x, y) = 0 for ally 
in U. Now, finally, for each y in U put f y(x) = f (x, y). Then f y is analytic 
and zero on the set F of positive measure in I. By the case n = 1 we have that f % 
is identically zero, i.e., f (x, y) = 0 for all x in I and all y in U. 
THEOREM 1. Let &? be a k-dimensional connected analytic submanifold of W. 
Then J%? is a Riemann-Lebesgue set if and only if ~2’ lies in no hyperplane in W. 
Proof. Suppose A is a Riemann-Lebesgue set and to the contrary that ~2’ 
lies in some hyperplane. That is, there exists a unit vector v in [w” such that 
(p, v) is constant, say equal to a, for all p EA. Therefore, if y is any analytic 
chart of an open set containing C, onto an open set in A%? andfis the characteristic 
function of C, , then for any real number t, Sf (tv) = eita, where 9 is defined 
as in (1). Hence, Ff does not vanish at infinity on IfP, which contradicts the 
fact that A? is a Riemann-Lebesgue set. Thus A’ can lie in no hyperplane. 
Conversely, suppose that ,A lies in no hyperplane of UP. Let y be a fixed 
analytic chart of a neighxorhood of C, onto an open set in A. The map 9 as 
defined in (1) is clearly a bounded linear map of fl(C,) into the space of bounded 
continuous functions on IWn with the uniform norm. We wish to show the range 
of 9= lies in C&P), which is a closed subspace of the space of bounded conti- 
nuous functions. Since the continuous functions on C, are dense in 5P(C,), 
we need only show that FOE C,,(P) for any continuous f on C, . Let f be a 
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fixed continuous function on C, and fix a unit vector v in UP for the rest of the 
proof. Let E > 0. If for each o E: SO(n), there exists a neighborhood N, of w 
in SO(n) and a positive R, such that 
I WMW < b? for all u G N, and t > R, , (2) 
then compactness of SO(n) implies that Ff E C&fP). Therefore, fix w E SO(n). 
For any u EZ SO(n) and real number t, 
gf(u(tv)) = -$ gf(u) ei(v(u)*o(tv)) du 
= 4 Ickf(u) ei(o~-‘y(o)*tvl) du,
(3) 
where v, = WV. Let C, = {(tl ,..., tn) : 1 ti 1 < 1, 1 < i <n} in Iwn and let 
v2 ,..., v, be a basis for the orthogonal complement of v, in IF!“. Extend f to the 
function f, on C, given by &(x1 ,..., xn) = f(q ,..., xk) for all (x1 ,..., xn) E C, . 
For any (n - I)-tuple S, ,..., s, of real numbers and each u E SO(n) let 
V(S2 )..., s, , x) = wa-l(y(x, ,..., xfi)) + f SgciV~ , 
i=2 
where x = (x1 ,,.., q,). Then q~” is an analytic function for (s2 ,..., sn) e P-l 
and (x1 ,..., x,) in a neighborhood of C, . In fact, q~“(s~ ,..., s, , x) is analytic 
in all variables, including Q. With these definitions (3) can be written in the form 
Sf(cr(tv)) = f Jcnfo(x) ei(oo(sz,...,s,.x).tvl) &, (4) 
for any (sz ,..., sn) f UP-l. 
Let JEa,...,8nl (x) denote the Jacobian of the map, y -+ q+‘(s2 ,..., s, , y), at x. 
If a = w, then 
Ji”s,,....8,) (x) = det , . . . . . . . .I.... 
where 
aii(x) = $ (x’); i,j = l)...) n, 
i 
with x’ = (x1 ,..., +) if x = (x1 ,..., A?,). For fixed s2 ,..., s, if J;“,, ,..., dnj(x) = 0 
for x in a set of positive measure in C, , then J;“,,,. ..,**, is identically zero on C, . 
This follows from Lemma 1. We digrees from the proof to establish the following 
technical lemma. 
LEMMA. There exist real numbers sz ,..., s, , such that J;“s, ..., Jx) = 0 only 
for x in a set of measure zero in C, . 
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Proof of Lemma. Suppose, to the contrary-, for all (s2 ,..., s,) E [w’l-l, that 
J,“,, ,.,., Jx) = 0 for x in a set of positive measure in C, . Then J;“,,, ,,,,,,,(x) = 0 
for-all (se ,..., s,) E i&P-l and x E C, , by the above remark. 
For each fixed x, the function Jc,,.,,,,T j(x) is a polynomial in s? ,..., s,, in 
which the coefficient of the product sass . ..“s. is all(x). Thus all(x) =-: 0 for all 
x E C, . Since y: C, + A’ is a regular map, the n x k matrix 
(Qz,(o))t=l ,.... n:3-1, . ..h 1 
where 0 is the zero vector in [w’;, has rank K. Thus, the first column is not the 
zero vector. Therefore, there exists a choice of the basis va ,..., v,, such that ~(0) 
is nonzero for each i = 2,..., n. Let this basis be fixed for the rest of the proof. 
Hence, there is a neighborhood of the origin in C, such that for ail x with x’ in 
that neighborhood, a,,(x) # 0, i = 2 ,..., n. It follows by an easy inductive 
argument on the dimension n, that each ali = 0, for j = 2,..., II, for all x 
with x’ in the above-mentioned neighborhood. (Consider the coefficient of sj 
in J;“,, ,... ,8n) (x) and vary j once.) 
Therefore, for all x in a neighborhood of 0, 
$; (x’) = 0, for j = l,..., n, 
which implies that +r/& = 0 on C, by Lemma 1. Thus y1 is constant on C, ; 
that is, y(C,) lies in a hyperplane. This is impossible, since it would imply that 
the entire connected analytic submanifold A lies in a hyperplane. Thus the 
conclusion of the lemma holds. 
Returning to the main proof, let s1 ,..., s, be fixed such that JE,.,, ,,a,) is zero 
only on a set of measure zero in C, . Write v”(x) for vO(sz ,..., s, , x) and J”(x) 
for JL,,....s,) (x), for all o E SO(n) and x E C, . By continuity of J” in u, for 
any E’ > 0, there exists a neighborhood N,, of w in SO(n) and an open set 
c C C, such that the measure of C,\O is less than E’ and 1 J”(x)1 2 6(~‘) > 0 
for all x E cl 0 and (T E N,, . We will choose E’ such that for this set 8, 
From (4), 
I c n ,~ I fob)1 dx -=c c/4. 
+ J, ,c,c lfdx)l dx n ’ 
< r/4 +- 
If 
. c, Bfo(x) ei(@‘(x)*fvl) dx 1 
fo(X){ez(mo(x),tvl) _ ei(mw(x).tVl)) dx . 
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Using the change of variables formula, letting @’ = (q~)-1 and z,& = (v~)-l, 
I ~f(u(Wl < 1 fmw(cl G)foW’(~N eicP~tv~)lJwW’W dy 1 
- s f&PW e mwtc1a Z’-‘/Jw(@(y)) dy / + c/4. 
Applying the usual Riemann-Lebesgue lemma to the first term on the right-hand 
side and simplifying further, there exists a positive number R, such that if 
t > R,,andaEN,, 
I =Ff (+9)l < c/4 + c/4 + (l/S(4) s I foWWl + I f&PW & 
A= 
where A0 = the symmetric difference of q~(cl0) and q~~(clO) and Bo = 
gPqc1 0) n P)“(Cl 0). 
By choosing a smaller neighborhood N, of o in SO(n) the measure of Au 
can be made less than (c/8) B(&)(sup{I fb(x)I : x E CJ). Let g”(y) = fJ@(y))/ 
PW(Y)), for 0 E NW . ThenifaEN,andt>R,, 
I ?%4tv>l < 3d4 + 1 I g”(y) - g”(Y)1 dY. 
BU 
It is clear from the definitions ofg”, that lEogo converges in 8l-norm to lsqcrQ)gW, 
where lE denotes the characteristic function of the set E, as u converges to w 
in SO(n). Therefore, by possibly decreasing N, again, for u E N, and t > R, , 
1 Ff(u(tv))I < E. Thus is formula (2). As remarked earlier the proof of the 
theorem is now completed by an application of the compactness of SO(n). 
Remarks. For a submanifold, & of P, it is clear that the concept of being a 
Riemann-Lebesgue set can be formulated without the analyticity assumptions. 
We wonder if some analogous theorem holds for a wider class of surfaces. 
Our proof uses analyticity very strongly. By making an assumption on the 
principlal curvatures at each point on the surface, Littman [5] proved a theorem 
which implies that the “Fourier transform” of P-functions on the surface, 
in the sense of this paper, vanishes at infinity. In the application of the above 
theorem that is made in the next section, the class of analytic submanifolds is 
exactly the right class of surfaces. 
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3. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
Throughout this section G is assumed to be a separable locally compact group 
with a closed normal subgroup N. Separability is assumed to assure the existence 
of a Bore1 cross section p fromL = G/N into G as proved in Mackey [6, Lemma 
1.11. The cross section p can be chosen such that p(A) is precompact if A is 
any compact subset of L. 
Let ‘f~ be a representation of N and let U” denote the induced representation 
of G. Within unitary equivalence, U” is realized as a representation on -Y2(L) 
by the formula 
%d(4 = ~[~,(1)-‘9(l’)np(l’-‘1)3f(/l-ll), (5) 
for all 1, I’ EL, f E de2(L) and n E N. 
Let fl denote the dual space of N; that is, fi is the set of equivalence classes 
of irreducible unitary representations of N. Let 7r E fl, and for each g E G 
let g . Tn) = %rhLs) * Then G . n = {g * n : g E G) is a subset of fi. Using (5), 
it is easy to see that 
M = ker U” = {n E N: p(l)-l rip(l) E ker 7r, for all I EL) 
= n {ker(g . a): g E G}. 
(6) 
Thus, UT may be considered as a faithful representation of G/M induced 
from v E (N/M)^. 
The main theorem can now be stated. Recall that a character of N is a one- 
dimensional element of fi. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a connected Lie group with a connected closed normal 
subgroup N. If x is a character of N, then W vanishes at injinity modulo its kernel. 
Proof. By the above remarks, it is enough to prove that ?P vanishes at 
infinity when it is faithful, which is the case exactly when n{ker(g . x) : g E G) 
is trivial. Since each g . x is a character, N must be Abelian. As a connected 
Abelian Lei group, N = [w” x %b, the direct product of a vector group and a 
torus. Therefore fi = II? x Zb, where Z is the group of integers. Since g ++g . x 
is continuous in this case, and G is connected, G . x is a connected subset of fi. 
As such G . x lies in some component of the form Iw” x {d}, for some d E Zb. 
Let A E UP be such that x = (X, d). Then, for all g E G, 
g . x = (g .A, 4, 
where g . h is defined in the obvious manner. 
The orbit G . h is an analytic submanifold of [w” which lies in no hyperplane 
of [w”. For suppose there existed a unit vector x E [w” such that (x, g . X) = c, 
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for all g E G. If c = 0, then x E ker(g . X), for all g E G. If c # 0, then (24~)~ E 
ker(g . h) for all g E G. In either case n{ker(g . h) : g E G} is nontrivial. Hence 
n{ker(g * x) : g E G} is nontrivial, which is a contradiction. Therefore G * X 
lies in no nyperplane and so, by Theorem 1, G . X is a Reimann-Lebesgue set. 
As before, let L = G/N and p: L + G be the Bore1 cross section used in 
formula (5). Let L, = (1 EL : p(Z) . A = h}. Then L, is a closed subgroup of L 
and IL, +p(Z)h is an analytic manifold isomorphism of L/L,, with G . X. 
Let e be the Lie algebra of L and E,, _C E the Lie algebra of L, . Let v, ,..., vk: 
be a basis for E such that v, ,..., v, (some i < K) is a basis for E,, . Let 
and 
@l 9 t, ,***, tk) = Exp(t,v,) ... Exp(Qz) Exp(trvr) 
where--co<ti<co,l<i<K. 
Recall that Ci = {(tr ,..., ti) : 1 tic 1 < 1, 1 < i’ < i}, for each i > 1. Then 
v, ,..., vk can be scaled so that 4 restricted to some neighborhood of C, is a 
coordinate chart of a neighborhood of the identity e in L and u 0 #,, restricted 
to a neighborhood of Ckei is a coordinate chart of a neighborhood of u(e) in 
L/L, , where u: L -+ L/L, is the canonical projection. Then, on this neighborhood 
of G-j , (tj ,**a> t&i) -P[&(t1 ,*--, tk-J] . /\ is a coordinate chart of a neighbor- 
hood in the analytic manifold G . h. There exists a Cm-function, F, on C, , such 
that the Haar integral of an integrable function h on #(C,) is 
s 
h($(t, ,..., tk)) F(t, ,..., tb) dt, -.- dt, . 
Ck 
(7) 
We are now ready to calculate a matrix coefficient of Ux. Letf be a continuous 
function supported on #(C,) in L. Then f~ Yp”(L) and for all 1’ EL and n E N, 
(~ihhlf If) = s, x[~(~)-~~(~,)ns(~‘-~~)~~(~-‘~)~(~) dl 
f 
= ~(4 * xca(l,)ns(l,)-‘~x[n(~.l,)~f(l’-~Z)~(Z) 4 
L 
(8) 
where n(Z, I’) = p(Z)-’ p(Z’) p(Z’-rl) E N. For I’ fixed, the function, Z + xtnul’)~ is 
bounded measurable on L. 
In (8) if I’ is outside the compact set [#(Ck)12, then (U&(l,)nl f 1 f) = 0, for 
all 11 E N. Let 2’ be a temporarily fixed element of [#(C,)12. Let q+,(Z) = xtnur’)l 
f(Z’-‘Z) f(Z), for all ZEL. Let q(t, ,..., tk) = q+,[$(t, ,..., tk)] F(t, ,..., tk), for all 
(4 ,***, bc) E Ck * 
Using these definitions and (7) and (8), we obtain 
580/28/2-3 
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Now x = (h, d), where h is a character of iw” and d is a character of Tb. Let 
x E aBa and 0 E Ub be such that, (x, 0) = p(Z’) np(Z’)-1 E N. With 1’ fixed in this 
relation, n goes to infinity if and only if x goes to infinity. For (tl ,..., tr) E C, . 
Let ~‘(t~+~ ,..., tk) = St1 ... jil ~(t, ,..., tk) dtl ... dtj . Then v’ is an integrable 
function on CkVj and (9) becomes, with t = (tj+l ,..., te) E CkP9 , 
(Wwn~f If> = (4 0) ~ck_ip[h4~)l * 4x,&~) dt (10) 
Since t -~[z,+,(t)] . X is a coordinate chart of a neighborhood of CkVj onto a 
neighborhood in the Riemann-Lebesgue set G . h, for any E > 0, there exists 
a compact set in UP and therefore a compact set W(Z’) in N such that 
l(wDcf,nlf IfI1 < E> if n E N\W(Z’). (11) 
This holds for each 1’ E [KC,)]“. Let 
The map p(Z’) -+ Apcz ) ’ is a continuous map from p(L) into the space of bounded 
continuous functions on N. Since p{[#(C,)]“} is precompact, {AP(z’): I’ E [@,C,)]“} 
is a precompact set in C,(N). Therefore, there exists a compact set W, such that, 
for all g outside the compact set, (cl p{[$(CJ12}) WC G, 
Nvdf Ifl < E. 
Therefore, lP vanishes at infinity when restricted to .%$ = closed span{ U&J : 
g E @. But f could have been chosen as supported on arbitrarily small neigh- 
borhoods of the identity in L. As f ranges over such functions, the spaces #f 
generate 9(L). Thus UX vanishes at infinity. 
The following lemma is useful in extending Theorem 2 to separable non-Lie 
groups. 
LEMMA 2. Let N be a locally compact group and v an irreducible representation 
of N. If KL, is a net of compact normal subgroups of N such that for each m+h- 
boyhood V of the identity in N there is an CX,, such that K, C V, for CY > % , then 
for some LX, K, C ker rr. 
Proof. Let .% denote the Hilbert space on which m(N) acts and let a(&‘) 
denote the algebra of bounded linear operators on 3’. Let M(N) denote the 
measure algebra of N and extend v in the usual way to a representation of M(N) 
in 3?(.#). When g!(X) is equipped with the weak operator topology rr(M(N)) 
is dense in 3?(X) since ?T is irreducible. For each (Y E A, let pa denote the nor- 
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malized Haar measure of K, extended trivially to the rest of N. It is routine to 
check that, for each CY, v(~J is a central projection in W(X) and that the net 
{YT(&} converges to I, the identity operator, in the weak operator topology. 
Since 0 and I are the only central projections in 9?(X), there exists an c~a such 
that, n(p,) = I, for all 01 3 0~~ . Then, for 01 > E,, and k E K, , 
where S, denotes the one point measure at k. The last equality follows because 
pFL. is left invariant with respect to members of K, . Therefore, for 01 > 06 
Remark. This lemma is very similar to Theorem 2.1 of Lipsman [4]. The 
statement given here is slightly more general and the proof considerably simpler 
than in [4]. 
Let G be a connected locally compact group, then in any neighborhood of the 
identity in G, there exists a compact normal subgroup of G such that the quotient 
group is a Lie group. If N is a closed connected normal subgroup of G and x is 
a character of N, then, by Lemma 2, there is a compact normal subgroup K of G 
such that G/K is a Lie group and N n KC ker x. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a separable connected locally compact group with a 
closed connected normal subgroup N. If x is a character of N, then W vanishes at 
infnity module its kernel. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2, it can be assumed that Ux is faithful. 
If K is chosen as in the above remarks, then N n KC ker g . x, for all g E G, 
since it is a normal subgroup of N. But faithfulness of lJx then implies that 
N n K = (e}, where e is the identity in G. Thus, NK is a direct product. 
Let V denote the representation of NK induced from x. Since NK is a direct 
product, V = x @ (1, where n is the left regular representation of K. By 
compactness of K, 
where each ri is an irreducible representation of K on a finite-dimensional 
Hilbert space Xi . Thus, 
By the induction in stages theorem, if Ui is the representation of G induced from 
the representation x @ n; of NK, then 
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Clearly, Ux vanishes at infinity if and only if each U” does. Let L = G/(NK) and 
let p: L - G be a Bore1 cross section. The representation space of 1;” may be 
taken to be DLp2(L) @ %% and ZY acts on an elementary tensor,f @ 6 E Y2(L) @ 2, 
in the following manner. For 1’ EL, n E N, and k E K, 
where (f @ [)(Z’-11) = f(Z’-lZ)[. By writing p(Z)-lp(Z’) p(Z’-il) E NK as n(Z’, I) 
k(Z’, Z), where ti(Z’, I) E N and k(Z’, I) E K, 
(x 0 ~i)[p(l)-ls(l’)nka(l’-‘l)l(f 0 WV 
= P(Z) * Xr~(l’)ne(l’)-‘lX[n(l’.l)lf(ll-ll) . ~i[9(1)-‘~,(l’)kp(l,)-l~(~)~~(~,.~)l~. 
Thus, 
where ~r’,~ is an appropriate integrable function on L. The proof that Ui vanishes 
at infinity now proceeds in much the same way that the proof of Theorem 2 
did. Note that the elementary tensors of the formf @ 5 generate g2(L) @ Xi. 
Therefore, Ux vanishes at infinity since each of the summands U’, does. 
Remarks. (1) In the above theorem, separability is assumed only to ensure 
the existence of the cross section p. 
(2) In the above theorems, neither the connectedness of N nor of G can 
be relaxed, as is shown by the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G = R!, the additive reals and N, the subgroup of integers. 
Let a! be an irrational number and let x E fl be defined by 
Then x is a faithful representation of N, so Ux is a faithful representation of G. 
Since G/N m U it is straightforward to see that Ux is the representation on 
P(U) given by 
uW(e) = e 
zairx[~~:lfe2ni([21-e)e), 
for 0 E 8, f~ P(U), x E R, where [x] denotes the greatest integer in x. 
It is clear that Ux does not vanish at infinity on the subspace of 9”(U) con- 
sisting of constant functions. Thus, in Theorems 2 and 3, the connectedness 
of N is essential. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let N = IF and L denote the matrix group consisting of 




Ot Or to’ ( 1 
for s, t E IF!+, 
where R+ is the multiplicative group of positive reals. Let matrices in L act 
on vectors in R2 in the natural way and let G denote the semi-direct product of 
N by L. The Lie group G has just two connected components and N is a closed 
connected normal subgroup of G. Let x E fi be the character given by x(x, y) = eir 
for all (x, y) E R2 = N. W e will show that lJx is faithful and does not vanish 
at infinity. 
Write the elements of G as 
where (s, t, 6) stands for (i :) if E = 1 and (f i) if E = - 1. Below is a multiplica- 
tion table for G. 
(s, t, 1, X, y)(s’, t’, 1, X’, y’) = (SS’, tt’, I, X + SX’, y + ty’), 
(s, t, 1, x, y)(s’, t’, -1, X’, y’) = (SS’, tt’, -I, X + SX’, y + ty’), 
(s, t, -1, x, y)(s’, t’, 1, X’, y’) = (St’, tS’, -1, X + sy’, y + PC’), 
(5 t, -1, x, Y)(S’, t’, ---I, x’, y’) = (St’, ts’, 1, X + sy’, y + tx’). 
Let p: L - G be the natural cross section, 
P(S, t, 6) = (St 4 6, 0, O), for 
Consider N as the subgroup {(I, 1, I, X, y) 
to calculate UX, we get for f E P(L), 
E = &I ands, tell+. 
: X, y E R2} of G. Using formula (5) 
(9 U?s.t.l,z,v) f(S’, t’, 1) = X(l.l,l,sais’,tv,t’)f(SI/S, f/4 1) 
= ezsr”~(sf/s, t’/t, l), 
(4 ULl,df(s’, t’, -1 = X(l,l,l.tvlt’,sols,)f(S’/S, f/t, -1) 
= edtq(sr/s, t’/t, -1) 
(iii> Ws,t,-l,~,df(~‘~ t’, 1) = x(l,l,l,s2tis,,tz,t,)f(tl/t, S’Is, -I> 
= eisr”j-(tr/t, d/s, -l), 
(iv> Uls.t,-l.s,df(s’T t’, -1) = X(l,l,l,ts,t’,su,s’)fo/t, f/s, 1) 
==e ifz’t’f(tyt, s’/s, 1). 
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From (i) it is clear that, if f is supported on those elements of L, of the form 
(s’, t’, 11, then (uih,z,rj f I f) is independent of the variable y and does not 
vanish as y tends to infinity while s, t, and x are fixed. Thus Ux does not vanish 
at infinity. Faithfulness of UX can be ascertained by examination of (i) to (iv) 
above or by noting that the orbit G . x of x in fi consists of the union of the two 
positive axes. Then, formula (6) implies that UX is faithful. It is the disconnected- 
ness of the analytic manifold G . x that allows a subset of G . x of positive 
measure to lie in a hyperplane, without the whole manifold lying in the hyper- 
plane. This is exactly the manner in which the proof of Theorem 2 breaks 
down if G is not assumed to be connected. 
4. THE MOTION GROUPS 
In this section we deal with separable connected groups G which have a 
connected closed normal Abelian subgroup N, such that G/N is compact. 
This, of course, includes the Euclidean motion groups, which are the semidirect 
product of IFP with SO(n) under the natural action, for each ti 3 2. 
THEOREM 4. Let N be a connected closed normal abelian subgroup of a separable 
connected group G. If G/N is compact, then every irreducible representation of G 
vanishes at infkity modulo its kernel. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1-B of Baggett [I], every irreducible representation 
of G appears as a subrepresentation of some Ux, for x E I?. An application of 
Theorem 3 completes the proof. 
In the case of the Euclidean motion groups a little more can be said. 
COROLLARY. Every irreducible representation of a Euclidean motion group G 
either vanishes at in$nity directly or is actually an irreducible representation of 
SO(n) liftid to a representation of G and thus vanishes at infinity modulo its kernel. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the theorem, since in this case, the 
only subgroups of [w” that are invariant under the action of SO(n) are (0) and W. 
It is shown in Theorem 2.4 of Baggett [2], that every irreducible representation 
of a connected Lie group G which is a compact extension of a vector group 
(that is, there exists a compact normal subgroup K such that G/K is a vector 
group) vanishes at infinity modulo its kernel. One might be inclined to conjecture 
that, for any connected group G every irreducible representation of G vanishes 
at infinity modulo its kernel. This is not the case, even for solvable G, as is 
shown by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let G denote the five-dimensional “Mautner group” which is, 
topologically, the space @ x C x R, with multiplication given by 
(4 9 A2 , t)(h’, AZ’, t’) = (A, + e2nzthl’, A, +- e2ntath2’, t + f), 
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where 01 is a fixed irrational number and h, , h, , X1’, h,’ E @ and t, t’ E Iw. Define 
a representation U of G on the Hilbert space p(U2), where T2 is the 2-tours, 
as follows, For all f E 9(U2) and (6, s) E T2 
for all (X, , X2 , t) E G, where ( , ) denotes the scalar product in C considered 
on [w2. 
To see that U is an irreducible representation of G notice that if A is any 
bounded operator on P-(U2) which commutes with {U, : g E G} then A must 
commute with multiplication by all Ym-functions on U2, as well as with all left 
translations by elements of U2. The only such operators A are scalars. Thus 
U is irreducible. It is clear that U is a faithful representation. By simply letting f 
be the constant 1 function on T2 and letting t go to infinity as h, and X2 are 
fixed, we see that U does not vanish at infinity. 
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